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Abstract—The periodic data acquisition is essential to accu-
rate monitoring in the control loop of cyber-physical systems
(CPS). However, providing periodic communication for large-
scale CPS is a challenging issue, because the network resources
are shared by a large number of nodes. Consequently, it usually
happens that, though the sender periodically sends messages, the
arrival intervals of messages on the receiver are larger than the
period. In this paper, we suggest an adaptation framework for
periodic N-to-1 communication over Message Queue Telemetry
Transport (MQTT), a well-known publish-subscribe (pub-sub)
messaging protocol. Our suggested framework monitors the usage
of computation and network resources, and adaptively adjusts the
publication period in consideration of characteristics of the pub-
sub protocol, such as split TCP connections and QoS levels. The
experiment results clearly show that the adaptation framework
can provide superior timeliness of messages.

I. INTRODUCTION

The control loop of cyber-physical systems (CPS) re-
peatedly gathers the state information from sensor nodes,
computes the next actuation based on the current situation,
and controls the physical world. In large-scale CPS, the sensor
nodes are distributed over wide area network and periodically
send the state information; however, the application on the
final destination may observe network messages with larger
intervals than the period because of network congestion or
application overruns. In this case, the control loop cannot cope
with the changes of target systems/environments in real-time.
There have been researches to improve periodicity of data
transmission and QoS on wireless sensor networks [1], [2], but
their scope is limited to the lower protocol layers of wireless
network. In order to provide real-time data acquisition for CPS,
we need to consider the end-to-end networking.

The sensor nodes in large-scale CPS are dynamically added
to or removed from the network due to mobility, system
upgrades, or node failures. The publish-subscribe (pub-sub)
messaging model can provide flexibility and scalability in such
environments, because, in this model, a publisher produces
data with an identification without knowing corresponding
receivers, while a subscriber only specifies an interesting data
identification to receive data from publishers. Thus, a publisher
can easily join or leave the system without disturbing sub-
scribers and vice versa. There are several implementations of
pub-sub model, such as Message Queue Telemetry Transport
(MQTT) [3] and Data Distribution Service (DDS) [4], but they
either do not consider real-time constrains for periodic data
transmission or allow only a static period configured at the
connection establishment phase. As the run-time environments,

such as network latency, number of nodes, and load on each
node, quite vary in large-scale CPS, we need to adaptively
adjust the period of data publication so that the subscribers
can timely monitor the target systems with the best feasible
quality.

In this paper, we aim to suggest a framework for adaptive
periodic communication over MQTT. The suggested frame-
work monitors the network and computation resources and
adjusts the data transmission period by exchanging control
messages between subscribers and publishers. For example, the
network traffic increases as new publishers join the network,
which can congest a low-bandwidth network or overload a sub-
scriber. This eventually causes a larger message interval than
the transmission period. In this case, by increasing the period
of message transmission, the timeliness can be enhanced while
sacrificing the monitoring resolution at a certain level.

The transport layer, such as TCP, also performs the flow
and congestion controls that regulate the data transmission
rate so that the network traffic does not exceed the network
capacity. However, the traffic with these controls is apt to be
delayed and burst, which is not suitable for real-time data ac-
quisition and monitoring. Although there have been significant
studies on real-time streaming for multimedia applications,
these assume an end-to-end connection between sender and
receiver [5]. In the pub-sub messaging model, a connection is
split by the broker that handles actual pub-sub data delivery.
Thus, the legacy flow controls cannot be directly applied to
the pub-sub model. Our suggested framework copes with this
problem by considering the round-trip time (RTT) of the split
connections and the QoS levels provided by MQTT.

There are also researches for real-time data acquisition over
a pub-sub protocol. RDDS [6] is a middleware that provides
the real-time dissemination of sensor data over DDS. RDDS
performs publisher-to-subscriber flow control with the aid of
the broker; thus, it requires modifications of the broker. In
addition, the subscribers store per-sensor state information,
which can cause the scalability issue in large-scale CPS. Our
suggested framework does not keep any additional information
that can be enlarged as the system size increases.

II. MOTIVATION

A. MQTT Overview

MQTT is a lightweight pub-sub messaging protocol for
communication in Machine-to-Machine (M2M) or Internet
of Things (IoT) contexts. It has been an OASIS standard



Fig. 1. QoS levels supported by MQTT

from version 3.1.1. In MQTT, a client publishes messages
of a specific topic or subscribes to an interesting topic. The
broker is an intermediary component that forwards messages
generated by publishers to clients that subscribe to associate
topics. It has been showed that MQTT benefits various cyber-
physical systems, such as factory automation systems [7],
environment monitoring systems [8], and intelligent transport
systems [9]. The MQTT specification defines three QoS levels
with respect to delivery assurance as shown in Fig. 1. In the
QoS level 0, the publisher only guarantees a message to be
sent at most once. Thus, the message can be lost while being
delivered to the corresponding subscribers. It is to be noted
that although MQTT assumes a reliable underlying transport
layer, such as TCP, the publisher-to-subscriber reliability is
not simply guaranteed, because the connection between pub-
lisher and broker and that between broker and subscriber are
established separately. The QoS level 1 can guarantee that the
message is reliably delivered to the subscribers by generating
an acknowledgment (PUBACK). However, if the acknowledg-
ment is lost, the message can be retransmitted multiple times.
To prevent this, in the QoS level 2, the broker delivers a
message exactly once to the subscriber after convincing the
publisher that the broker successively received the message
by exchanging control messages (PUBREC, PUBREL, and
PUBCOMP). Consequently, more network traffic is generated
with higher QoS level.

B. Problem Statement

The messages sent periodically by the publisher can arrive
irregularly at the subscriber, some of which arrive after the
deadline due to network propagation delay, queuing delay, or
application overruns. In this paper, we define the timeliness
of periodic communication as the time that elapses between
the message arrival time and the deadline. That is, T(i,j) =
a(i,j) − d(i,j), where T(i,j) denotes the timeliness of the jth

message published by the client i. a(i,j) and d(i,j) represent
the arrival time and the deadline of the jth message published
by the client i, respectively. We assume that the deadline is
the same with the end of period p(i,j). Thus, if the message
arrives before the deadline, T(i,j) < 0.

In this paper, we try to address following two problems for
adaptive periodic communication:

• Adaptation framework for better timeliness of periodic
pub-sub communication: Although, the pub-sub mes-

Fig. 2. Overall design of adaptation framework

saging protocols can provide an efficient underlying
communication, providing periodic communication is
a challenging issue because we need to contemplate
uncertainty of computation and network resources.

• Scalable adaptation framework for large-scale CPS:
Maintaining per-client/topic information will seriously
degrade the scalability. In this respect, we need to
avoid keeping such information for large-scale CPS.

III. ADAPTIVE PERIODIC N-TO-1 COMMUNICATION

In this section, we suggest an adaptation framework for
periodic pub-sub communication. As the first step of this study,
we target the N-to-1 communication, where N publishers and
one subscriber are involved in communication.

A. Adaptation Framework

In order to provide periodicity in communication, we
need to consider both computation and network resources.
On the publisher node, the task that periodically publishes
data consumes the computation resources. If its execution
time exceeds the period, the periodicity is not guaranteed.
In the similar manner, the task that runs on the subscriber
node also requires sufficient computation resources to consume
a message per period for every publishers. The network is
also the main resources that the framework should consider
for periodic communication. If messages are transmitted more
than the network capacity, the timeliness may become worse
due to the queuing delay and packet losses. As mentioned
in Section II.A, the TCP connections between the publisher
and the broker and between the broker and the subscriber
are established independently, which means that the flow and
congestion controls performed by TCP only operate upon these
partial connections.

Fig. 2 shows the overall design of our adaptation frame-
work. In the subscriber node, Resource Monitor monitors the
processor utilization and the smoothed round-trip time (SRTT)
reported at the TCP layer. The processor utilization repre-
sents how much the subscriber task consumes the processor
resources, and the SRTT can give a hint of how many messages
can be injected to the network between the broker and the



Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Adaptation Requester
1: rate⇐ 1
2: util⇐ ProcessorUtilization ( )
3: if util > UTIL_MAX then
4: rate⇐ util/UTIL_MAX
5: else if util < UTIL_MIN then
6: rate⇐ util/UTIL_MIN
7: end if
8: SendAdaptationRequest ( rate, rtt )

subscriber without sacrificing timeliness. Adaptation Requester
sends an adaptation request message to the publishers. The
request message includes the resource information monitored
on the subscriber. We describe more details of Adaptation
Requester in Section III.B.

On the publisher nodes, Resource Monitor monitors the
execution time of the publisher task and SRTT of the network
between the publisher and the broker. The framework monitors
the execution time of the task and adjusts the period so that
the execution time can bound under the period. In traditional
hard real-time systems, the task’s execution time is usually
predefined with the worst-case execution time analyzed in
off-line experiments. However, it is a tricky issue in large-
scale monitoring systems, because the task run on a large
number of nodes the computation resources of which are quite
diverse. Moreover, the run-time environments (e.g., network
and battery) that affect the task’s execution time can drastically
change over the time. Thus, we assume that the execution
time varies and decide the period according to run-time envi-
ronments aiming for better timeliness defined in Section II.B.
Subscriber Monitor receives the adaptation request messages
from the subscriber and forwards the resource information of
the subscriber to Adaptation Engine that decides the publi-
cation period based on the resource information monitored
on the publisher and subscriber. We describe more details of
Adaptation Engine in Section III.C.

B. Adaptation Algorithm on Subscriber

As mentioned in the previous subsection, Adaptation Re-
quester sends control messages to the publishers for period
adaptation. Algorithm 1 depicts the algorithm of Adaptation
Requester. It keeps track of the subscriber task’s processor uti-
lization (line 2). If the task consumes more processor resources
than the upper-bound threshold (UTIL_MAX), the publication
period needs to be increased so that the task handles less
data (lines 3-4). A threshold for processor utilization is used
often in server systems to prevent an application excessively
occupying the resources. rate stores the factor to adjust the
period by multiplying the current period by this. We also define
the lower-bound threshold (UTIL_MIN), and try to reduce
the publication period if the task consumes less processor
resources than this threshold (lines 5-6). Adaptation Requester
periodically sends the control message piggybacking rate and
rtt (line 8). We will describe how to use this information on
the publisher in the following subsection. It is to be noted
that the subscriber does not maintain the per-publisher/topic
information for scalability.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Adaptation Engine
1: exe time = TaskRuntime ( )
2: pp exe = exe time
3: pp rtt = rtt/2× 2qos

4: subscriber = RecvAdaptationRequest()
5: ps rate = pcur × subscriber.rate
6: ps rtt = subscriber.rtt/2× 2qos

7: pcur = MAX ( pp exe, pp rtt, ps rate, ps rtt )
8: UpdatePeriod ( pcur )

C. Adaptation Algorithm on Publisher

Adaptation Engine of Algorithm 2 is responsible for the
actual adaptation of the publication period. Adaptation Engine
derives four possible periods (pp exe, pp rtt, ps rate, and
ps rtt) by using different hints gathered from both publisher
and subscriber. Resource Monitor keeps track of task’s worst-
case execution time for recent periods (line 1), and Adaptation
Engine sets pp exe with this value (line 2). Adaptation Engine
also calculates pp rtt with SRTT between the publisher and
the broker (line 3). As described in Section II.A, different QoS
levels have different acknowledgment protocols, which result
in different requirements for network resources. To transmit a
message from the publisher to the broker with QoS level 0, it
takes only one-way latency (i.e., RTT / 2) because there is no
acknowledgment. However, QoS levels 1 and 2 require RTT,
and RTT × 2, respectively. Thus, we assign a larger period
for higher QoS level. The intention behind the formula of the
line 3 is to allow the task to publish a new message only if
no messages/acknowledgments are being exchanged between
the publisher and the broker. The other candidate periods are
derived from the information transmitted from the subscriber
(line 4). ps rate is calculated with rate given by Algorithm 1
(line 5). ps rtt is calculated in a similar way with pp rtt (line
6), but SRTT used here is that between the broker and the
subscriber. Adaptation Engine chooses the maximum value
among four candidate periods as pcur (lines 7-8).

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have implemented the adaptation framework described
in Section III on Paho MQTT library version 1.0 [10]. The
experiment system consists of 12 publishers, one broker,
and one subscriber, which are connected through WLAN.
We have used the Raspberry Pi equipped with an ARM-11
700MHz processor for publisher nodes. These are installed
with Raspbian (Linux kernel version 3.12.28). The broker
and subscriber nodes are equipped with Intel i5 1.3GHz and
1.8GHz processors, respectively, and are installed with Ubuntu
12.04 (Linux kernel version 3.8.0). We have installed the
Mosquitto server version 1.3.5 [11] on the broker node. In
the experiments, we set the initial publication period to 100ms
for all cases, and gradually increased the number of publishers
from 4 to 12. The UTIL_MAX and UTIL_MIN thresholds were
set to 5% and 0.5%, respectively, but these would be higher for
real applications. We compare our framework with the static
case that does not perform adaptation.

Fig. 3 shows the timeliness of 500 messages published
by the first publisher. The messages published by the other
publishers also show the same tendency. In case of QoS 0, the
initial publication period of 100ms does not overload both the



Fig. 3. Comparisons of timeliness

computation and network resources even after the number of
publishers becomes 12. Thus, the adaption does not take place
in Fig. 3(a). Although we can see small pikes, these do not
trigger the adaptation and are stabilized soon spontaneously.

We can observe significant differences between adaptive
and static approaches in Fig. 3(b) and (c). The QoS level 1
generates more internal messages than the level 0, and the level
2 does even more as described in Section II.A. These internal
messages require the network resources but also consume
computation resources. Therefore, the timeliness of the static
approach with QoS 1 and 2 gets worse continuously as shown

in the figures. However, we can see that our adaptation frame-
work tries to maintain the timeliness around zero. For instance,
in Fig. 3(c), the adaptation happens three times. The initial
publication period of 100ms is preserved in the first part (part
A) but it is increased into 214ms because the execution time of
the publisher task exceeds the period frequently. The adjusted
period is continued until the number of publishers becomes
12 (part B). The 12 publishers increase the RTT between the
broker and the subscriber due to more messages. Thus, the
period is slightly increased into 229ms by our framework (part
C). However, the timeliness is still not stabilized, because the
newly joined publishers also congest the network between the
publishers and the broker. Consequently, the framework again
increases the period into 931ms (part D).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have suggested an adaptation framework
for periodic N-to-1 communication over MQTT. In the frame-
work, the subscriber monitors the processor utilization and
SRTT between the broker and the subscriber. The publisher
monitors the task’s execution time and SRTT between the
publisher and the broker. By using these, the adaptation frame-
work adaptively adjusts the publication period. Our frame-
work considers the split TCP connections between publisher
and subscriber. In addition, the framework provides different
adaptation formulas for different QoS levels. Moreover, it is
not required to store neither per-client information nor per-
topic information. As future work, we intend to reduce the
number of control messages. In addition, we plan to extend
our framework for N-to-M periodic communication.
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